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Borger Event A Success 
 
Gary Borger’s record for landing a salmon 
is twelve seconds.  As Dr. Borger was 
fishing an Alaskan river, the guide yelled 
down to him to keep the next fish for 
lunch.  The statement was followed by 
Gary’s notice of several salmon cruising 
the river on their runs.  He presented the 
fly and had an immediate hookup.  
Knowing that he had a heavy tippet, Gary 
pointed the rod at the fish and ran back up 
the bank.  The salmon was ready to do 
battle and shot off for a hard run.  
However, Gary’s move had forced the fish 
to face him.  The salmon’s zealous surge 
shot it up onto dry land like an amphibious 
vehicle on D-Day.  Gary, trotted over to 
the beached behemoth, picked it up and 
yelled back to the guide, “How’s this one?” 
only a dozen seconds after the request. 
Who is this man that can produce large 
fish on demand?  Dr. Gary Borger is a 
professor emeritus at the University of 
Wisconsin-Wausau.  He has taught fly 
fishing for many years, written multiple 

books and produced pioneering angling 
videos.  In case you missed the event of 
the year, our club sponsored a daylong 
seminar in Columbia by the guru.  Topics 
included nymphing, reading the water, 
casting, really matching the hatch and 
presentation.  Gary Borger’s teaching 
experience was evident as the information 
was easy to understand, practical and 
entertaining.  The amount of knowledge 
passed to the audience from a lifetime of 
angling was unbelievable.  After the event, 
I received a letter from an attendee with a 
check enclosed.  He explained that it was 
the best seminar he had ever attended 
and wanted to help with the costs. 
In every way, the event was a great 
success.  Over 70 tickets were purchased 
and we had several generous sponsors.  
The seminar was very interactive with 
much audience participation.  Additionally, 
the great participation kept the event from 
being a financial liability to the club.  Last 
of all, the help from various club members 
made everything possible.  Thank you 
guys! 
 
If you were unable to attend and now 
regret it, retroactive tickets sales are now 
open…Scott Gerlt 
 

Notice: 
 
On a few occasions MMTU finds it beneficial to 
release our mailing list to one of our conservation 
or angling supply partners.  No names or emails 
will be released.  If you do not wish to have your 
name and address release, please contact Michael 



Riley by June 1, 2010 at rileym@missouri.edu, 
(573)882-6475 wk or 4625 E Raccoon Ridge, 
Columbia, MO 65201 

 

 
SELECTING A FLY LINE  
 
© 2010 Gary Eaton, Master Certified Casting 
Instructor 

  
LINE WEIGHT RATINGS - CRACKING 
THE CODE  
There are letter on the box  and numbers. 
Number is usually a one or two digit that 
represents a standard line weight rating 
convention. It should match the number 
on your fly rod to balance your outfit. 
Typical are 2 to 12 weights. Seven is right 
in the middle. 
The first letter designates a type of taper 
or, shape, of the line profile over its length. 
These include: 
L =    Level (no change in diameter)  
DT=  Double Taper (level line & gradual 
thinning toward both ends) 
WF = Weight Forward (Heavier front 
section for easier casting with better 
performance) 
SH = Shooting Head (specialty line with a 
massive 30 to 40-foot section leading thin 
running line) 
The second letters may be: 
 F= Floating line, S or FS = Sinking or Full 
Sinking, ST = Sink Tip 
Example WF7F is Weight Forward 7-
weight Floating line 
Sink rates vary from I to VI representing 
approximate inches-per-second rate of 
sink. Density compensated lines sink at a 
more even rate along the entire length of 
the sinking portion.  
  
Different lines for different uses - LINE IS 
THE HEART OF FLY-CASTING 
SYSTEMS 
  

TEMPERATURE -Tropical line will coil-up 
in cold water. Cold water lines wilt in 
tropics.  
  
CASTING METHODS - Roll casts are 
limited to the length of the thick part of the 
weight forward line (the head). Most lines 
have a head length of around 40 feet. 
Therefore, one cannot roll cast more than 
about 50 feet. Long-belly lines like 
Scientific Expert Distance, and the new 
Sharkskin lines provide tremendous aerial 
versatility and roll casting performance.  
  
TYPE OF FLIES - Floating flies a.k.a. dry 
flies will not behave as intended when 
presented with a sinking line. Deep 
dwelling nymphal stages of insects are 
simulated with nymph flies. If the nymph 
pattern is on a floating line and too short a 
leader, it looks unnatural because it is too 
shallow in the water column. 
  
HEAVY vs. LIGHT FLIES - Delivering 
heavy nymphs requires that a lot of the 
casting energy of the loop be delivered 
into the leader. A Nymph taper line has a 
thicker mass near the tip to pop heavy 
flies right where they are aimed. Scientific 
Anglers Sharkskin Magnum, Nymph, Bass 
Bug, Pike /Muskie and Steelhead lines are 
so designed. 
Dry flies need a proper front taper and 
tapered leader to dissipate energy, 
allowing gentler delivery. Remember the 
diameter of the butt section and any loop 
to loop connection needs to be about 
three-fourths of the diameter of the line tip 
to prevent hinging, or losing momentum 
necessary to straighten the leader. The 
longer the leader, the more energy 
needed to straighten to the fly.. 
  
LONG LEADERS - Leaders over about 
10-feet may need a lot of line speed to 
receive enough energy to fully straighten 
as the fly is delivered. This is 
accomplished smoothly in the case of dry 
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flies with a longer, gentler leader taper that 
retains more mass at the tip. 
In case heavy or bulky flies, the use of a 
stouter leader that is often relatively short 
(shorter than the rod), coupled with a line 
that concentrates a lot of mass near the tip 
on a short head (less than 40 feet) gives 
the desired presentation. Scientific 
Anglers Expert Distance, GPX, and 
Sharkskin Ultimate Trout Taper fit this 
scenario. 
  
LONG VERSUS SHORT CASTS - Cast 
length depends upon line weight 
designation and rod characteristics. Lines 
designed to cast beyond fifty feet also can 
be made to perform well at half that 
length. A line designed to make short 
quick casts with a light rod cannot be 
expected to fill the role of penetrating wind 
at sixty feet or more. All other things being 
equal, a higher line mass will carry farther 
than a lighter line mass. When trying to 
deliver in windy conditions, straighten very 
long leaders, or carry heavy terminal 
tackle, the smart angler thinks about a 
heavier line weight designation outfit.  
  
UP-LINING OR DOWN-LINING - Most 
rods will cast a range of line one or two 
line weights above or below their rating. 
They will feel and perform differently than 
with other line weights or specialty tapers. 
The optimal performance for dry fly fishing 
in ordinary conditions is usually at the 
rated line weight. Putting heavier line on a 
rod will make it respond more slowly. 
Down lining to a lighter line-weight will 
make it feel more crisp. 
  
IS THERE AN IDEAL LINE?   
Lines selected by beginners versus 
advanced casters will be different!  
In my opinion, if I need a line to roll cast 
from thirty to seventy feet, deliver 

weighted flies or indicator rigs, AND put a 
size 16-(or smaller) dry fly accurately at 
twenty to fifty feet with a twelve-foot leader 
. . I would try Scientific Anglers Expert 
Distance or Sharkskin Ultimate Trout 
Taper Weight Forward Floating line. A 
caster unconcerned with roll cast distance 
or wind penetration, might choose 
Scientific Anglers GPX with satisfactory 
results. 
  
SCIENTIFIC ANGLERS FLY LINE 
SELECTOR TOOL ON LINE 
http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_
US/Scientific_Anglers/Fly-
Fishing/Resources/FlyLineSelector/ 
  
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY - ON THE 
WATER! 
As a FFF Certified Master Casting 
Instructor, I can make fly lines I have 
available to take to Bethel Park lake and 
cast with your outfit. Depending on time of 
year and how many lines are loaned out, I 
might have a line you want to sample. - 
Gary Eaton, MCC 
 
 
 

Upcoming Programs and Events: 
 
 
August: Mark van Patten - "Streamside 
Entomology" 
 
September 11, 2010: Stream Team survey of Little 
Piney.  (Rain date September 18

th
).  Contact 

Michael Riley at (573)817-0631 or 
rilelym@missouri.edu if interested. 

 
Upcoming Conservation Banquet: Friday, Feb 
18th, 2011 at Stoney Creek Inn.  If you would like 
to help, contact Michael Riley at 
rileym@missouri.edu 
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Mid-Missouri TU Chapter Officers for 2010-2012  

  
President Michael Riley 573-817-0631 Cross Currents, the Mid-Missouri Chapter of 

Trout Unlimited newsletter, has a circulation 
of approximately 300.  Regular chapter 
meetings are held on the first Tuesday of 
each month, except for July.  The meeting 
place is D Rowe’s, located off Forum, just 
north of the intersection with Nifong in 
Columbia, Missouri.  Meeting time is 7:00 
p.m. 

  
 
  
Internet:          www.tu.org 
                          www.midmotu.org 
Email:               rileym@missouri.edu 
Newsletter:    hancock.denis@gmail.com 

Past President Dean Rapp 573-268-5050 
Vice-president Lynn Kleopfer 573-447-1168 
Secretary John Wenzlick  
Treasurer Bob Suits 573-289-9182 
Membership 
Web Editor 

Jim Washabaugh 573-893-3807 

Member-at-large open  
Banquet 
  

Gary Eaton 
Michael Riley 

 
573-817-0631 

Resource open  

Program Scott Gerlt 573-875-2033 
Conservancy Sam Potter 

Bill Lamberson 
 

Newsletter Editor Denis Hancock 573-442-3670 (home) 
573-999-3848 (cell) 

One of our significant costs is printing and mailing this newsletter.  If you are willing to accept it by 
email, more of MMTU monies can be spent on conservation.  Just send your email to 
rileym@missouri.edu to make the switch. 
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